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Hextopus Protocol is a referral marketing protocol that is designed 
to help DApps achieve their KPI. Users can earn participation 
rewards for participating in a campaign, and and referral rewards 
for sharing campaigns

A Hextopus campaign is a fully customizable marketing tool. 
DApps can leverage Hextopus's campaign to achieve their KPI 
more efficiently than existing marketing methods. In addition, the 
campaign's consecutive referral reward system and the resulting 
viral effects extend beyond the limits of the crypto market, which 
is not easily accessible to the general public, enabling mass adop-
mbhg�h_�=:iil'�:l�Z�k^lnem%�A^qmhinl�l�ihp^k_ne�fZkd^mbg`�mhhe�\Zg�
help quality protocols settle in the chain, leading to healthy devel-
opment of the chain.
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What is                                      ?   



Users can receive incentives from participating in projects and 
introduce campaigns to others. Rewards are distributed for wanted 
behavior, and additional rewards are accrued to participants who 
have additionally shared the content to other users, allowing for a 
continuous incentive structure for campaign participants.

Hextopus provides various on-chain data with regards to the per-
formance of campaigns executed on Hextopus. This will provide 
campaign creators with useful analytical data to manage the per-
formance of their DApp activation. As such, Hextopus Protocol 
provides an efficient marketing tool for the crypto market.
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Increasing participation through continuous rewards

What is Hextopus?
OUR VISION

'ĘEKGNě�ON�EJCKN�ěCRIGěGF�MCRLGěKNI

:�\ZfiZb`g�\k^Zmhk�\Zg�]^lb`gZm^�Z\mbhgl�mh�Z\ab^o^�=:ii�l�DIB�
as target behavior conditions for the campaign. The user must 
implement this action condition to receive rewards defined by the 
reward structure of the campaign. Hextopus protocol's fully cus-
tomizable campaigns and reward structuring allows for campaign 
creators to expedite their KPI achievements.

&#PP¥S�-2+�CEJKGUGMGNě�ěJROTIJ�ETSěOMKYCDĚG�ECMPCKINS
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campaign

A Hextopus campaign is a powerful marketing tool introduced by 
Hextopus Protocol to achieve Share-Fi ecosystem. DApp can link 
any kind of contract to Hextopus's campaign contract to set up its 
own customized campaign. Through this, we will be able to con-
duct cost-efficient marketing rather than existing crypto marketing. 
In addition, the Hextopus campaign will play an important role in 
achieving the Mass adoption in the crypto market.

:g��Z\mbhg��bl�]^_bg^]�mh�[^�ma^�mZk`^m�[^aZobhk�maZm�ma^�\ZfiZb`g�
creator wants to be produced. A campaign creator can designate 
actions that enable DApp to achieve its KPI as target behavior con-
ditions for the campaign, and all contract functions can be designat-
ed as target actions. An user who has performed the action require-
ments specified in the campaign, i.e. a campaign participant, is 
eligible to earn rewards defined by the reward structure of the cam-
iZb`g'�:�_^p�^qZfie^l�h_��Z\mbhg��bg\en]^�[nm�ghm�ebfbm^]�mh3

Deposit to liquidity pool  

Lock governance token  

NFT minting 

Action
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'ĘEKGNě�ON�EJCKN�ěCRIGěGF�MCRLGěKNI

:��jnZeb_b\Zmbhg��k^_^kl�mh�ma^�[Zlb\�jnZeb_b\Zmbhg�k^jnbk^f^gml�maZm�
users must have in order to participate in a campaign. The cam-
paign creator can set minimum requirements that a wallet must 
have before being eligible for participation. Campaign creators 
can set up multiple different qualification requirements to create 
multiple campaigns, which allows differential reward structures to 
[^�^lmZ[ebla^]�[Zl^]�hg� ma^�\hgmkb[nmbhg�h_�=:ii�l�`ho^kgZg\^�
holders. Campaigns can also be created with both action and 
qualification conditions applied simultaneously. A few examples of 
�jnZeb_b\Zmbhg��bg\en]^�[nm�ghm�ebfbm^]�mh3

Ma^� A^qmhinl� \ZfiZb`g�l� fZbg� bgm^kZ\mbg`� ^gmbmr� bl� ma^� nl^k�l�
wallet. The Hextopus Protocol has several security measures to pre-
vent the risk of misuse by generating indiscriminate wallets. The 
following are security measures implemented by Hextopus Protocol.

PZee^m�pbma�=:ii�l�`ho^kgZg\^�mhd^gl�eh\d^]�ni�ho^k��*)))�

PZee^m�pbma�=:ii�l�`ho^kgZg\^�mhd^gl�ho^k��*))�

PZee^m�pbma�fhk^�maZg��*)))�]^ihlbm�bg�=:ii�l�ebjnb]bmr�ihhe

Wallet with more than 3 NFTs of DApp

Action

QUALIFICATION 

Abuse Prevention Mechanism
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All wallets must meet the requirements for participation in the 
campaign, so misuse through reckless participation is impossible. 

A user must deposit a participation deposit(HXTO) in the
campaign to qualify for participation. The deposit will be fully 
returned after a set lock up period.

*'�JnZeb_b\Zmbhg�

+'�IZkmb\biZmbhg�=^ihlbm�

Teams across the crypto industry are relatively small and develop-
ment-intensive. Crypto marketing is also limited, and there is a lack 
of progress in on-chain marketing analysis tools to analyze its 
effects. As a result, the crypto industry as a whole is struggling with 
marketing. Hextopus can solve the above problem by providing 
various on-chain data with regards to the performance of cam-
paigns executed on Hextopus. This will provide campaign creators 
with useful analytical data to manage the performance of their 
DApp activation, and the entire DApp ecosystem will leverage Hex-
topus as an efficient marketing channel. 

On-Chain Data



Share2Earn
)GNGRCĚ�

%CMPCKINS
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5JCRG�'CRN�)GNGRCĚ�%CMPCKIN

Abuse Prevention Mechanism

Hextopus offers referral campaigns that are tailored and suitable 
for all protocols at different phases including launch, TGE(Token 
Generation Event) and growth. Both campaign creators and users 
\Zg�\k^Zm^�Zg]�iZkmb\biZm^�bg�ma^�]b__^k^gm�\ZfiZb`g�mri^l�Z�[^ehp3

The Share 2 Earn General Campaigns are the action-based sharing 
campaigns that are core to the Hextopus Protocol. The Share2Earn 
Campaigns are the growth stage campaigns that are targeted for 
Campaigners who have already launched their protocol, webapp 
or governance tokens and are looking to drive growth by offering 
nl^kl�Zg�hiihkmngbmr�mh�^qi^kb^g\^�ma^�ikhmh\he�l�\hk^�ikh]n\m'

+NKěKCĚ�*GWěOPTS�%CMPCKIN

The Initial Hextopus Campaign (IHC) is an innovative dApp-activa-
tion program focused on ICOs, IDOs, and other token generation 
events. Powered by Hextopus, IHC will align incentives for both pro

On-Chain Data

types of campaign

+NKěKCĚ�
*GWěOPTS�
%CMPCKINS
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On-Chain Data

tocols and their users, and optimize for the most efficient and fair 
mhd^g� eZng\a^l� [r� k^pZk]bg`� ikhmh\hel�� ^Zker� Z]him^kl� Zg]� lni-
porters.

Lbfier�inm%�BA<�`kZgml�nl^kl�^q\enlbo^�Z\\^ll�mh�Z�`bo^g�ikhmh\he�l�
token generation event via their participation in the protocol. By 
e^o^kZ`bg`�A^qmhinl�l�BA<%�ikhmh\hel�\Zg�ebfbm�hk�ikbhkbmbs^�eZng\a�
access to only their most engaged users who have committed time 
and resources to using their product and contributed to their early 
success. Concurrently, IHC participants will not only gain exclusive 
access to token launches but also learn about new protocol offer-
ings and earn additional rewards for sharing with the community.

-
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5JCRG�'CRN�)GNGRCĚ�%CMPCKIN

On-Chain Data

share-fi  Ecosystem

CONSECUTIVE 
REFERRAL 
CHAIN

Hextopus allows for creators to specify campaigns that are in align-
ment with their targets and correspondingly distribute incentives to 
their participants. Once the initial campaign rewards are estab-
lished, participants will receive a pre-specified amount of rewards 
every time they perform the campaign-chosen action.

Hextopus protocol's reward structuring allows for campaign cre-
ators to expedite their marketing progress. Rewards are distributed 
for wanted behavior, and additional rewards are accrued to partici-
pants who have additionally shared the content to other users, 
allowing for a continuous incentive structure for campaign partici-
pants.
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User A Get

4GHGRRCĚ�4GVCRF
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Consecutive Referral Chain

Hextopus employs a consecutive referral chain whereby rewards 
can be continuously earned by sharing the campaign with other 
users. This is vital to the success of decentralized application and/or 
protocol activation.

Rewards for successful campaign referrals are paid out in the form 
of DApp's reward token and esHXTO according to campaign's 
reward scheme allocated by the campaign creator.

Campaign participants can also get rewards through any partici-
pation by other users linked to the consecutive referral chain. Par-
mb\biZgml�Zk^�^eb`b[e^�_hk��*lm�e^o^e�k^_^kkZe�k^pZk]l�!]bk^\m�k^_^kkZe�
k^pZk]l"��Zkblbg`�_khf�]bk^\m�iZkmb\biZmbhg�_hk�^Z\a�h_�ma^bk�k^_^k-
ees, and 2nd level referral rewards (indirect referral rewards) for 
ma^bk�k^_^k^^l��ln\\^ll_ne�k^_^kkZel'�Ma^k^�Zk^�K^_^kkZe�K^pZk]�
Caps for all campaigns and users can use their HXTO and esHXTO 
to increase the limit. The base referral cap is (Direct referral 
reward)*2.
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Rewardable Ecosystem

Tokenomics

Ma^�AQMH�Mhd^g�bl�ma^�A^qmhinl�ikhmh\he�l�gZmbo^�`ho^kgZg\^�mhd^g�
with zero inflation. All the added value created through the Hexto-
pus campaign leads to an increase in the value of HXTO tokens. A 
_^p�^qZfie^l�h_�oZen^�\Zimnk^l�bg\en]^�[nm�ghm�ebfbm^]�mh3�

HXTO tokens of the reward pool are converted to esHXTO tokens 
and distributed as referral rewards. In order to convert esHXTO to 
HXTO, it takes 90 days of linear vesting period. In order to claim 
esHXTO as HXTO through vester, the user must simultaneously lock 
up HXTO corresponding to 50% of esHXTO's vesting amount. During 
the vesting period of esHXTO, the corresponding amount of esHXTO 
and HXTO is excluded from the calculation that increases the referral 
reward cap.

A certain amount of HXTO essential for composing a reward pool

IZkmb\biZmbhg�]^ihlbm�

Bg\k^Zl^�[Zl^�k^_^kkZe�k^pZk]�\Zil�[r�lmZdbg`�fhk^�AQMH�mhd^gl'��

=:ii�l�k^pZk]�ihhe�pbma]kZpZe�_^^�

HEXTO

HEXTO

esHXTO
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